PUNJABI UNIVERSITY PATIALA-147002, PUNJAB, INDIA
(Established under Punjab Act No. 35 of 1961)

Project name: Plagiarism Detection Tool Development for Indian Language Documents with
Special Focus on Hindi and Punjabi (Non UGC, Innovations and IPR Division, DeitY, Govt. of
India, New Delhi sponsored project)
Suitable candidates are invited for a WALK-IN INTERVIEW on 14-03-2018(Monday) at 10
AM in the Dean(Research) Office for following post. Interested candidates should send their
detailed biodata and forwarding application at the email id vishal.pup@gmail.com and copy to
rpuri@davjalandhar.com till 10-03-2018. This post is purely temporary for the execution of
DeitY, MoC&IT sponsored project - Plagiarism Detection Tool Development for Indian
Language Documents with Special Focus on Hindi and Punjabi.

Designation

Consolidated
Salary (pm) Minimum qualification and experience
in rupees

Senior Computer
30,000
Scientist

Essential:
1. M.C.A./M.Tech./M.Phil./Ph.D. in Computer Science.
2. Knowledge of Punjabi and Hindi Typing in Unicode is must.
3. Fluency in Java Programming, PHP, mySQL, HTML, Java
Script, Linux
5. Expertise in setting up server and managing Linux Server.
6. Fluency in Data Structures Programming Skills.
Desirable:
1. Passion to learn New technologies
2. Learning and Analytical Skills
3. Experienced Programmer and Linux Administrator

The selected candidate will be appointed on purely temporary basis till 31-08-2018 for the time
being (likely to be continued further depending upon the further extensions of the project by the
Govt. of India time to time) or till his/her service is required by the Principal Investigators of the
project. The project may also be terminated by the Govt. in between before the sanctioned date.
The appointment will be considered for the time period till the Govt. of India grants permission
for running this project or for the time period the funds are available.
The candidate must email their bio-data (with cover letter clearly stating the post applied
for) which must include information regarding their essential /technical/professional
qualifications, specialization, experience, proficiency in Punjabi and Hindi Unicode Typing,
Work Experience for similar NLP Projects etc. Check the Essential qualifications mentioned
above for respective post before applying.
Please mention the Subject of the email as "POST APPLIED FOR Senior Computer
Scientist March 2018"

No TA/DA will be given for appearing for the interview. Test may also be conducted for testing
typing skills or programming skills as per the requirements of the posts and number of the
candidates applied for..
Date: 05/03/2018

Sd/(Dr. Vishal Goyal)
Principal Investigator,
Associate Professor
Department of Computer Science
Punjabi University Patiala.

(Dr. Rajeev Puri)
Co-Principal Investigator,
Assistant Professor,
Department of Computer Science
DAV College, Jalandhar.

